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CONJUGACY SEPARABILITY OF CERTAIN 1-RELATOR GROUPS

C. Y. TANG1

Abstract. Let G = (a, b\ (a'b"')') where /, m, t are integers. We show that groups

of this type are conjugacy separable.

1. Introduction. The problem of conjugacy separability (c.s.) of groups was first

raised by A. W. Mostowski [13]. This is related to the conjugacy problem for groups

since the solvability of the c.s. problem implies the solvability of the conjugacy

problem. The conjugacy problem for generalized free products (g.f.p.) of two free

groups with cyclic amalgamation was first solved by S. Lipschutz [11]. Later P. Stebe

[15] partially solved the c.s. problem for g.f.p. of two free groups with cyclic

amalgamation. Recently J. L. Dyer [9] showed that g.f.p. of two free groups with

cyclic amalgamation are indeed c.s. In the same paper J. L. Dyer showed that

1-relator groups with non trivial centers are c.s. (This result was also obtained by S.

M. Armstrong [4].) Thus, in particular, the fundamental group of a torus knot, (a, b;

a'bm), is c.s. The well-known Baumslag-Solitar group [7] shows that not all 1-relator

groups are c.s. since this group is not even residually finite (¿5). However in [6] G.

Baumslag conjectured that all 1-relator groups with nontrivial torsion are R?F. The

difficulty of proving this conjecture is well known. Partial results are obtained in [1,

2, 3, 5]. This led us to ask which 1-relator groups with nontrivial torsion are c.s.? In

this paper we show that groups of the form (a, b;(a'bm)') axe c.s. This is because

these groups are g.f.p. with cyclic amalgamation of two special types of c.s. groups.

The proof is based on Soli tar's theorem [12] and a modified approach of Stebe [15]

using a more recent technique developed in [2]. In view of Baumslag's conjecture and

results in [3, 5], it would be extremely interesting to see whether G =

(a, b; (a~xb'abm)'), t > 1, are c.s. Unfortunately it is still beyond the reach of our

present technique. On the other hand the conjugacy problem for 1-relator groups

with torsion is always solvable [14]. This makes the c.s. problem for 1-relator groups

with torsion even more interesting.

2. Preliminaries. We shall make use of the following notations and terms:

x ~ y means that x, y are conjugates in a group.

N <sG means that N isa normal subgroup of finite index in G.
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x is cd. (conjugacy distinguishable) in G means that if y G G and x ■*■ y then there

exists N <3fG such that xN ■*- yN in G/N. If every element of G is cd. then we say G

is c.s. (conjugacy separable).

Definition 2.1 [2]. Let G be a group and x G G. Then G is said to be (x)-potent,

briefly (x)-Pot, if, for every positive integer n, there exists N <sfG such that xN has

order exactly n in G/N. G is said to be potent if G is (x)-Pot for all 1 ¥= x G G. The

class of all potent groups shall be denoted by Pot.

Definition 2.2. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then G is said to be

//-separable if, for all x G G\H, there exists N <ifG such that x/V G HN/N in

G/iV.
As a consequence of Solitar's theorem [12, p. 212], if G = A * B and x = xxx2

■ ■ ■ xn, y = yxy2 • • ■ yn axe cyclically reduced words in G, each of minimal length in

its conjugacy class, such that xx, yx G A (say) then x ~y in G if and only if there

exist h0, hx,... ,hn G H, such that x, = A/lfj^A,, for i = 1,2,...,« withA0 = /¡n.

We also recall Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 of [2].

Lemma 2.1. Let G — A* B, where (h) is infinite cyclic and A, B are (h)-separa-

ble and (h)-Pot If K is a subgroup of A and A is K-separable then G is K-separable.

Lemma 2.2. Let G = A* B, where A is (/i)-Pot. // x G B and B is (x)-Pot, then

G is (x)-Pot.

Lemma 2.3. The group M— (u,v;(uv)'), t> 1, is (u)-separable, (v)-separable

and also (w)-Pot and (u)-Pot.

3. G = (a, b; (a'bm)'). In this section we shall make use of the g.f.p. of certain

special groups with cyclic amalgamation to show that 1-relator groups of the type

G = {a, b; (a'bm)') are c.s. If / or m is zero it is easy to see that G is c.s. Thus we can

assume m^O, say. We begin by proving some technical lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. Let S = (b, d; (dbm)'), m ¥* 0, t > 1. Then S is (d)-separable and

(d)-Pot.

Proof. Let M— (u,d;(du)'). By Lemma 2.3, M is (d)-separable, and also

(w)-Pot and («>-separable. Now S — M* _ m (b). Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, S is

(<i)-separable. Since M is also (d)-Pot, by Lemma 2.3, and (b) is (èm)-Pot, by

Lemma 2.2, S is (d)-Pot.

Lemma 3.2. Let S = (b, d; (dbm)'), m¥=0,t>l.Ifs,wGS such that s ¥= dawdß

for all integers a and ß then there exists N <fS such that s i= dawdß for all a and ß,

where s — sN, d = dN and w = wN.

Proof. Let D = (d). If w G D then, by Lemma 3.1, the lemma is true. Therefore

we can assume w £ D. Now s ¥= d"wdß for all a, ß implies that w~ls ¥= w~xdawd$

for all a, ß. Since 5 = (b)*(c; c') with d = cb~m it follows that if w g D then

[w, da] ¥= 1 and (w~ldw, d) is a free subgroup of rank 2 in S. Let x = w~]dw and

H = (x, d). Now, by [8], S is an M. Hall group. Therefore H is a free factor of a

subgroup K of finite index in S. Let K = L*H.
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Case l.w~ls $ K. Since | S: K\< oo, it follows that there exists N <fS such that

N C K. Now w~xs £ .if implies w~xs & H. In particular w~xs ¥= xadß for all integers

a, ß. Moreover N C K imphes that w~ xs ¥= xadß, for all a, ß, in G/N, whence

s # dawdß, for all a, ß, in G/N.

Case 2. w~xs G A" and w~ls £ H. Let w~xs — gxhx ■ ■ ■ gnh„ where g, G L, h¡ G H

and g¡, h¡ ^ 1 except possibly for g, or hn. Now, by [1], S G ¡ß. Therefore K E. ¡fi

and L G ^iF. Thus there exists <p: K -> K where ií = L<t>*H<¡> such that L«p and //¿>

are both finite with g¡<¡> ¥= 1, A,¿> 9* 1. Now w~xs & H. This imphes that (w~xs)<j> ÇÊ

//«p. Since í/<í> is finite and K G RSr, it follows that there exists \p: K -» Ä"' such that

^' is finite and (w_1j)<pi// £ //¿>t//. Let A7 = ker¿>>//. Then | S: #!< oo. Hence there

exists M<ifS such that (w~xs)M_& HM/M. This implies w~xs¥=xadß, for all

integers «, ß, in G/M, whence s ¥= d"wdß, for all a, ß, in G/A/.

Case 3. w_1i G //. Let w~xs = xa,dß< • • ■ xa"dß" where a,, /f, are not zero for all /',

except possibly for a, or ßn. Moreover, since w~xs # x°^ for all integers a, ß we

can assume n > 1. Now Ä^ = L*// and // G R^. Thus it is not difficult to see that

using a similar argument as in Case 2, there exists N <¡fS such that s ¥= dawdß, for

all integers a, ß, in G/N.

This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.3. Let G be a group and g, h G G jwc/i í/iaf [/j"'gm/2, gm] ^ 1 w/iere

| g | = mp', p a prime and (m, p) = \. If h~ xgrh — gs then p divides both r and s.

Proof. Suppose p\r. This means (r, p') = 1. Therefore there exist integers a, ß

such that ar + ßp' = 1. This implies amr + ßmp' — m. It follows that (h~xgrh)am

= h~xgmh = gsam. But this implies that [h~xgmh, gm] = 1 contradicting the hy-

pothesis that [h~xgmh, gm] ¥= 1. Hence/> | r.

On the other hand if p\s then (s, p') — 1. Thus there exist integers a, ß such that

as + ßp' = 1, whence ams + ßmp' = m. It follows that

(h-^hr = (h-yh)am = g™* = g».

But this again implies that [h~xgmh, gm] = 1, contradicting the hypothesis of the

lemma. Hence p ] s.

Lemma 3.4. Let S - (b, d;(dbm)'), m =£ 0, t > 1, and let G = S * = ,<a>. Le?

x = xxx2 ■ ■ ■ xn and y = yxy2 ■ • -y„, n> 1, be cyclically reduced words in G such that

x ■*-y in G. Suppose, for each i, there exist integers a,, /?, such that x, = d~a'yidß\

Then there exists 0: G -» G such that G is finite and xd ■*- yd in G.

Proof. WLOG we can assume xx, yx G A = (a). Thus x2i, y2i G S. By B. B.

Newman [14], the centralizer Zs(d) of d in S is cyclic. In fact Zs(d) = (d)= D.

Since [x2l-_,, d] = [y2i-\, d] = I, WLOG wecanlet x2,„, = y2i_x where; = \,...,k

and n — 2k. Thus we can assume a2,_, = ß2i-x = 0. Consider the differences

A2 = a2 — ß2k, A4 = a4 — ß2,.. .,à2k = a2k — ß2(k-Xy If all the A2, are zero then

x ~ y in G contradicting the assumption x ■*■ y in G. Hence at least one of the A2, is

not zero. Let/? be a prime which does not divide at least one of the A2;.

Next, consider S = (d, b; (dbm)'). Since dbm is primitive in the free group (d, b),

by Fischer, Karrass and Solitar [10], S is free-by-fini te. Let F be a free normal
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subgroup of finite index in S and let | S: F\ = peX where (p, X) — 1. If s G S and

s £ .F then there exists an integer/such that f\peX and s¡ G F.

By Lemma 3.1, S is /¿-separable and D-Pot. Thus there exists Nx <fS such that,

for all ¿=1,...,*, x2i, y2l & DNX, da*>, dß^ $ Nx and [x2xdsx2i, dg],

\y>2i^d&y2i, ds] & DNX for all g| X. Since F<¡fS and F is free, whence a residually

/7-group, we can assume | S/Nx \ = pr'X. In the same way, since A is both D-sepaxa-

ble and D-Pot, there exists N2 <¡fA such that x2/_,, y2i_, f£ ZW2 and that | ̂ /A^ | =

prip. Moreover, by the D-potency of S and A, Nx and N2 can be chosen such that

D n nx = D n n2.

Let <i> be the canonical map of G onto G = S*-A, where S — S/Nx, A = A/N2

and D = ZJ/A^ n D. For convenience we shall use z to denote z<p for z G G. Let the

order of dbep^X' where X' \ X. Now, in G, [ j^ 'Jx>2„ </v] # 1 and x2/ = d~a^y2idß^.

If also jc2/ =; d~y2iy2ldSli then

Thus, by Lemma 3.3,/? | a2, — y2( and/? | 52, — ß2i. On the other hand [x2;_|, d] — 1

implies that we can let v2/_, = 52i_, = 0. Hence ay = Yy(/>) and ^ = 8j(p) for all

;' = \,...,n.

Now x ~ y in G if and only if there exist integers y2/, 52, such that x2i — d~y2iy2¡dSl'

with dyi = d&2k, dy" = dSl,...,dy2k — J*2'*1». Since p divides the order of d, this

meansp divides each of y2 — S2k, y4 — S2,.. .,y2k — 52(/^_1). It follows that/? divides

each of the A2l-, contradicting the choice of p. Hence x ■*< y in G. Since S and A axe

both finite, by [9], G is c.s. Thus there exists \p: G -» G such that G is finite and

x\p ■*■ y\¡, in G. Let Ö = ¿»//. Then xd * yd as required.

Theorem 3.5. G = (a, b;(a'bm)') is c.s.

Proof. If / or m = 0 then G is a free product of cyclic groups, whence G is c.s.

Thus in the following considerations we shall always assume /, m ¥= 0. If t = 1

then G has a nontrivial center. Thus, by Armstrong [4] (or Dyer [9, Theorem 12]), G

is c.s. Hence we need only consider the case when t > 1.

Let S=(b,c;c'). Clearly S = (b)*(c; c') is c.s. Let d = cb~m. Then S =

(b, d;(dbm)'). Further if we let P = S*d=a,(a) then P = (a, b;(a'bm)')= G. We

shall show that P is c.s. By Lemma 3.1, S is (J)-separable and (J)-Pot. Since

(a) -Ais (a')-Pot, i.e. (¿)-Pot, by Lemma 2.2, P is <i/>-Pot.

Now let x, y G P such that x -* y in P. We can assume x, y to be cyclically

reduced as words on S and A. Moreover we can assume x, y to be of minimal lengths

in their conjugacy classes. We use ||z|| to denote the cyclically reduced length of

z GP [12, p. 212]. If Hxll ¥* \\y\\, let x = xx---xn, y = yx ■ ■ ■ ym, n^m, be

cyclically reduced. Since S and A axe (d)-separable and (d)-Pot there exist N <yS

and M <ifA such that N D D - M n D and x¡N, yjM_E_S\D for x¡, y^G S\D

and x, AT, y}M GA\D for x„ y^. G A \ D, where S = S/Ñ, A = A/M and D = D/N

n D. Let <f> be the canonical homomorphism of P onto P — S*-A. Then ||x|| =

||x<í>|| ¥= \\y<p\\ — \\y\\. Thus ||x<p|| and HjxpH are each of minimal lengths in their

respective conjugacy classes with x<p * y<p. Since S and A axe finite, P is c.s. Hence
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x, y are cd. in P if ||x|| ^ ||_v||. Thus we need only consider the cases when

llxll - HjH.
Case 1. ||x|| = lljll =0. Since S and A axe c.s., this implies that there exist

Nx <fS and A2 <ifA such that the respective images of x and y in S/Nx and A/N2

axe not conjugates. Let Nx n D — (da) and N2 D D - (dß), where D = (d). Since

P is (i/)-Pot, there exists M <ifP such that M Ci D = (daß). Let M, = M n JV,

and M2 = M D N2. Then, clearly, M, n D - M2 n /) = <¿a/í>. It follows that P

can be mapped onto P = S*5A, where S = S/Mx, 1= A/M2 and /J = D/(daß).

Since 5 and A axe finite, by Dyer [9, Theorem 1], P is c.s. Now, by the choice of Mx

and M2, the images of x and y in P are not conjugates in P. Hence x and y are cd. in

P.

Case 2. \\x\\ = \\y\\ — 1. Suppose x, _v G S or x, y E A. Then by a similar

argument as in Case 1 we can show that x and y axe cd. in P. Thus we can assume

x E S and y E A. Now any homomorphic image of A is cyclic, whence the

corresponding image of y has only itself in its conjugacy class. Let 6 be the canonical

map of P onto P = P/Sp. Then P= (ad; (aO)1). Since ||^|| = 1, it follows that

y6 ¥= 1. On the other hand x E S implies that x6 — 1. Hence x and y axe cd. in P.

Case 3. llxll = IIy\\ s* 2. We can assume that x = x,x2 • • • x„ and y = yxy2 • • -y„

are cyclically reduced words in P such that x,, yx G A and x2/, y2i E S where

i = l,2,...,k and n = 2/c. If there exists an integer y such that x2 G Dy2jD, where

D = (d), then, by Lemma 3.2, there exists N <¡,S such that x2/ G Dy2/D, where

x2j — x2jN, y2j = y2jN and D = DN/N in 5/A. Now S and /I are both D-sepaxa-

ble. Thus there exist A, <^5 such that x2l & NXD and A2 <y^4 such that x2,_, G

A2/J> for all i. Since 5 and A axe both £>-Pot, there exist Mx <3fS and M2 <¡fA such

that M, ÇJVnjV„M2ÇJV2andM, (1 D = M2 n D. Let 0 be the canonical homo-

morphism of P onto P = S*ßA where S = S/MX,À = /l/A/2 and D = D/Mx n ZX

Clearly x2 Ö G D(y2j6)D. Hence, by Solitar's theorem, x6 ■*yd in P. Since P is c.s.

it follows that x and y are cd. in P. On the other hand if x, G /)y,/) for all i, then,

by Lemma 3.4, again we have x and j' to be cd. in P.

This proves that G is c.s.
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